S tyria Tales
Maribor, Slovenia

Pohorje – ’’Razvvai’’
Return to the past, conjured at native country ^erne - explore the preparation of food the way it has
been long ago forgotten. Take a look at the fields, cultivated with machines which aren’t used in the
world anymore. A restaurant where they started playing dramas, a restaurant where they were the
first in the world to perform the most revolutionary comedy in the world literature, Ta veseli dan ali
Mati~ek se `eni - Figarova svatba (The Marriage of Figaro).
There was a girl who didn’t like visiting the mass; this is why she asked God to plunge the church
into the Earth. When the girl was entering the church, the church plunged into the earth. They call
this today the Black Puddle. The legend says that every four years the church rises so that you can
see the bell tower. We will bring you to Po{tela, prehistoric building site, where the Black Puddle is.
Maybe the church will rise this year.

Program
We begin at 09:00 a.m. in the
centre of Maribor, at the Tourist
Information Centre (TIC). After
one hour of sightseeing, we will go
to Lent, visit the Old Wine House.
We will enjoy the degustation of
top wines with snacks. After the
degustation we will drive to the
eco farm, The House of Herbs,
where they will explain to us, how
herbs can help. The sweet part of
the trip is the visit of the
Beekeeping Cesar. This is followed
by the degustation of different
honey tastes, mead and even
honey champagne. Only a few
kilometers away are people at the
Restaurant ^erne expecting us
with authentic, homemade lunch.
In the wintertime they like to offer
crops and products typical of this
time of the year – sauerkraut and
fresh pork and sausage. In the
summertime they surprise us with
homemade culinary delights. After
lunch we will visit Po{tela and
explore the prehistoric legend.
Our last stop is the Cheese Dairy
^us. The expected return to the
centre of Maribor is at 20.00.

Offerer
In the year 2005 opened its doors
the Tourist Farm ^erne with
placing. Because there was a big
request they renamed it in the year
2011 to restaurant with placing.
On the farm which is now from
the restaurant approx. 300 m
distant they still breed cattle, pigs
and fowls. They also have seasonal
vegetables and other products.

Tourist farm ^erne
Spodnjeva{ka pot 56,
2000 Maribor, Slovenia
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